Some effects of epistemological structure on memory.
Graph theoretical models of the epistemological structure imposed upon a set of mathematical concepts by Ss' definitions of them were constructed. Three graphical characteristics of the models were manipulated in a series of experiments to assess their effects on recall. Experiment I showed that recall and confidence of recall were highest for concept pairs connected by short paths, next highest for those connected by long paths, and lowest for those not connected by paths. Experiment II replicated the result of Experiment I that recall and confidence of recall were greater for concept pairs connected by paths than for those not connected by paths and revealed no differences in recall between concept pairs connected by many paths and those connected by a few paths. Experiment III found no differences in recall of abstract and concrete concepts, The abstractness of a concept was quantified by the mean path length from the concept to primitive (undefined) concepts. The approach of building a model of each S's epistemological structure was supported by the finding that, while a given. S's definitions of the concepts remained relatively constant, there were considerable differences in definitions of the concepts between Ss.